INTRODUCING GRANITH

THE COMPANY
TheSize, the international company pioneer in solutions for architectural surfaces, presents its
collection of 12 natural granites: Granith.
With this line, TheSize reinforces its passion for natural materials across two major product
categories: Neolith, the 100% natural Sintered Compact Surface and Granith, a selective range of
Natural Granites. Granith represents a strong bet on distinction and elegance, granting a unique
perspective that transforms any given space into a piece of art thanks to its purity, exotism and strenght.

THE QUARRIES
TheSize has carefully selected, the different models of the Granith collection, originating from
quarries located in the heart of the African and South American continent.
The exoticism of its origin and the unique geological composition of these quarries, along with
the state-of-the-art technology employed and the team of experts working there make an
environmentally respectful extraction practice make of Granith an exquisite granites collection
especially designed for the most demanding professionals of the natural stone sector.

WHY GRANITH ?

Selective Product
Granith has its origines in exotic quarries with highly controled production. The 12 different
models show a unique character and stand out for its timeless beauty and defined personality.
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Top Quality
Selection of the highest quality material thanks to the numerous and rigorous quality controls
along the entire value chain from extraction to production, with the aim of providing a unique
experience for granite lovers.
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Experience and Know-How
TheSize team has over four decades of experience in the natural stone sector. This deep
knowledge of the market ensures a rigorous material selection and excellent customer service.
Resistance to Wear and Tear
Its hard surface makes it resistant to scratches and abrasion when being exposed to
extreme weather conditions (such as sand storms or other similar aggressions).
Hygienic
Given its practically nul-porosity, it does not trigger any bacteria or fungus which may
lead to allergies or illnesses.
Resistant to High Temperatures
It does not burn in contact with fire nor does it emit smoke or toxic substances when
being subjected to high temperatures.
Easy to Clean
Resistant to any kind of chemical cleaning agent such as bleach or ammonia. When used in
exterior cladding, this characteristic proves of high-added-value in areas with high pollution
levels and risk of graffiti criminality.

FORMATS AND THICKNESSES

1.900 mm

1.200 mm

2.250 mm

The average slab dimension will range between the following measures:
2.250 x 1.200 mm and 3.500 x 1.900 mm
Available thicknesses:
• 2 cm
• 3 cm

3.500 mm

DARK PEARL

Dark Pearl, from Brazil, recalls a nacarish midnight, where the
full moon breaks the emptiness of the black sky. The white
pearl together with the slightly golden motifs and smooth
veins, turn the Dark Pearl granite into the indisputed star of
the space where it is placed.

HABANA (EXTRA)

Habana, quarried in Angola, presents toasted brown
refinements that recall the chromatic notes of aged tobacco
leaves used in the production of cigars. Habana granite wraps
anyone who sees it in a feeling of warmth and wellbeing, just
like a habano cigar would do.

BROWN AMBER

Brown Amber is also quarried in Brazil. Its design of white and
greyish veins, dark amber shadows over a black background
transmit all the strength and pride of a storm. Brown Amber
adds elegance and sobriety to the space where it is applied.

NERO KARIBA

Nero Kariba is born in the heart of Zimbabwe. The beauty of its
intense darkness lies within the simplicity of its design. Simple
yet elegant, Nero Kariba will give a beautiful uniform reflection
when is presented in Polished finish.

NERO INFINITO

Nero Infinito, originated in Angola, evokes the tonalities of
the Cosmos: Thousands of greyish flashes over a pure black
background recall millions of stars enlightening the darkness of
the universe. Nero Infinito reflects in its depth the infinity of the
universe.

TRAMONTO

Like a sunset by the seaside, Tramonto from Brazil, encloses
golden, yellow and toasted orange notes in a gorgeous
heterogeneous design. All the fantasy and romanticism of a
golden sunset in the Tramonto granite.

SAHARA WINDS

Sahara Winds, also from Brazil, presents waves with orange
and golden tones along with greyish and black shadows
throughout its design. Sahara Winds is rich in movement and
dynamism and gives a warm yet refreshing touch to any given
space evoking sensations similar to desertic breezes of Sahara.

BIANCA MACCHIATO

Bianco Macchiato, originating in Brazil brings light and
freshness thanks to the off-white background and the
combination of black and brown flecks heterogeneously
distributed throughout the material.

MARE

Mare, from the Recife region of Brazil, expresses at its best the
whimsical designs that nature gives away in rocks formation
throughout millions of years. Blue, white, grey and brown tones
complete a “sea” of beauty.

VERDE FLORESTA

Verde Floresta, originating in Brazil, is characterized by
the predominance of different green patterns over a clear
background. All the green color variations together with the
watery-design evoke the Amazon forest and rivers, of an area in
Brazil known as Floresta.

TORRONCINO

Torroncino combines splashes of brown, white and cream
colors in its design, adding light and depth to the space where
it is applied.
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